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About This Game

You have just inherited an old, run-down gas station from your family and must now transform it into a top-of-the-line service
station! Build, demolish, upgrade, and service to accomplish specific tasks and prove yourself a worthy owner in this fantastic
Time Management game. Become the best gas station in town, and master the art of car service to walk away with the coveted

Service Cup in Fill Up!
Expand your gas station in this fast-paced gameplay with rather unusual upgrades!
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Ich spiele Spiele "bevorzugt" in "O-Ton" .. gerade sowas von Ascaron wie zB Sacred hatte seinen Charme auf Deutsch

so if there's an English translation that still has buttons such as Men\u00fc, Neustart oder a default profile name "spieler 1" etc.

you might as well offer an in-game language changing option therefore (not sure if the language adjusts to your Steam settings,
of if they just put that translation into Steam and that's all there is)

Au\u00dferdem gibt's Missionen in denen man wohl auf quasi-RNG angewiesen ist, um's vor'm Ablauf der Zeitspanne zu
schaffen (oder fr\u00fch genug das Geb\u00e4ude stehen haben muss, damit die Chance hoch genug ist :P) andererseits
w\u00e4re's ja zu einfach wenn die Chance "k\u00fcnstlich zu hoch" w\u00e4re, oder is' sie es schon? hmm

so I guess those 3 capital letters were the hint about my "soft complaint"
which is not a big thing though because it only once happened that I had "not enough luck" for a misson to complete it within
time

all in all it's not a bad game, although it at times more feels like a drag fast and that's it, than other time management games
which have materials and buildings that rely on each other or have sort of steps or prerequisites in order to work

in this game you rather just pull cars to the appropriate spot as fast as you can, so to some .. or many people, that might appear a
bit dull :P

you'll run around a lot with your cursor, that gives the feel that the touch device version of it is not as "hard to bare" or rather
encourages you more to play on, for taking less effort

(does that sound arrogant? I mean you can't move your mouse around for "not worth it" all the time, eh :>) you could regard that
as sports for your arm\/hand too though, hoping it won't weigh more towards unhealthy than helpful ... hmm am I doing this
ergonomically enough???

just get a Steam Controller >.< and there you go, wish the touch options on that thing had a quick sensivity "zoom" or a
acceleration that adapts to an enough filigree-degree

still it's not "sooo schlecht" (no that doesn't mean slobbering licks, watch the "ch" sound^^) then again

so I'll give it a thumbs up .. if you bought it for or below 2 \u20ac it's probably okay for that price. One of the worst games I've
ever played. After nearly 13 years of gaming this game is one of those games I will highlight in the High Score of the worst
games at rank 1. The idea could have come from a developer out of the 80's. Someone who is thrown into the nice world of
creating games. But for now we are lot's of years later. And people can compare their work with the once from the others.

If this game would only come with a catchy art work. But not even this. The graphics are poor, the sound horrowable, the
mechanics inexistent. Pulling cars from the track to the refill station and wait till you grinded enough money to upgrade your
tankstation to been able to refill the next cars. And so far I have to rate this game with at least 1 out of 10. Because the creator
didn't lie when he named his game "Fill Up!". You wont do anything else. But 2,99 Bucks for a concept of game isn't worth at
all. Not even gifted!. An idea with potential, poorly executed here. The art is okay, but the interface and gameplay choice for
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this theme just doesn't work well. Even if you are a fan of rapid drag and drop gameplay, you'll probably still be disappointed
here, as the interface causes you to grab the wrong vehicle, or not accept your placement of it as you drop. Construction does
pause the game, but it jumps out of pause as you as you click something, which is quite disorienting.

I picked it up on sale for less than a dollar, thinking perhaps the few reviews were not a clear picture, but I should have listened
to them, and I recommend you do as well. Skip this.. 10\/10 tried smoking crack in the bathroom , ended up having the whole
station blow up.. Got a coupon for this game while leveling badges... Got it for a mere cents.

Mere cents is way more than what this game is worth. If anything this game is so bad I'd switch it with most basic Facebook
games out there. THEY should have been paying me mere cents for me to play this...

I GUESS my four years old daughter MIGHT find this interesting enough to waste the better part of half an hour on this.... Easy
made with low resolution. It's good to skip a short break or something.
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Game is not supported by current gen OS. When brought up in Task Manager, it says that it's not responding. Won't run.. 10/10
tried smoking crack in the bathroom , ended up having the whole station blow up.. A time management game should keep things
interesting by adding new challenges or the occasional random bonus, but this game doesn't do that. I only managed to play the
first four levels before I completely lost interest but every single level was the same... red car? Drag it on the red icon. Black
car? Drag it on the black icon, repeat ad infinitum.
As you progress you need to build more and more stations (colours) to drag the cars on to, and there you have the game. You're
going up against a time limit and have to juggle the non-stop drag&drop of cars against the need to upgrade existing structures,
build new ones, and buy resources.

The story is told through comic panels in awkward English translated from German but is ultimately uninteresting.

Stay away from this one, there are far better time management games on Steam.. First things first, this game works fine for me
in Windows 10.

With an odd mixture of German and English text, this game seems like a half-hearted attempt to reach a larger audience than it
would otherwise have. The tutorial is minimal, but I did pick the gist of the game quickly enough I suppose. The graphics look
fairly dated and generic, but are serviceble enough I suppose.

The game play was the weakest part for me. Basically the player is tasked with picking up vehicles with various thought-balloon
"wants' and then dropping them at the appropiate venue. Varous venues can be built, but several require the currency of
"Bonuses" as well as in game money. This one got very boring and repetitous for me very quickly.

Oddly, that doesn't mean it's easy. One has to periodically restock one's venues, which is fair enough. The problem is that I even
dragging and dropping as quickly as I could, I found the restock fee negated any profit I was turning. So I can add the word
"fustrating" to the list of things that describe this game.

I got it during a 40% sale, for the price $1.79. I don't have high hopes for games that run that cheap, so I guess I can say it's a
fair value, if drag and drop games appeal to you. For my part though, I wish I had given this one a pass.
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